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Abstract 
 This work consists of three sections. In section one we will study the properties of 

P-connected spaces [3] and we will show that the product of two P-connected spaces is P-

connected. In section two we recall the definition of I- space [2] and we will introduce 

similar definition PI-space using pre open sets and also we will study some properties of 

this definition. In [8],[2] DT -space and MI- space are studied respectively. In section 

three we introduce similar definition PT - space using pre open sets. In particular we will 

prove that in MI-space the PT - space and DT -space are equivalent. 

 

Introduction 
 The concept of pre open set in topological spaces was introduced in 1982[7]. This 

set was also considered in [6] and [4]. We recall the definition of connected spaces [5]. In 

section one we study similar definition using pre open sets which is called P-connected 

space [3] and we give several properties of this definition. Recall that a space is an I- 

space if each open subset is connected [2]. In section two of this paper we study similar 

definition PI-space using pre open sets and we study some properties of this definition. 

Also we recall that a space is DT -space iff the set of limit points of any singleton is 

closed [8]. In section three we study similar definition PT - space using pre open sets and 

we show that DT -space and PT - space are equivalent if the space is MI- space.  

 

Section 1  : P-connected Spaces  
 

Definition 1.1  [7] 

 Let X be a topological space and XA . A  is called pre open (P-open) in X  

iff 

o

AA . A  is called p – closed iff 
cA  is P-open and it is easy to see  that A  is P-

closed set iff AAo  . It is clear that every open set is P-open and every closed set is P-

closed , but the converse is not true in general. The intersection of two P-open sets is not 

in general P-open , but the intersection of P-open set with open set is  P-open. Also the 

union of any P-open sets is P-open. 
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Definition 1.2  [3, Definition 1.1.21] 

 Let X be a topological space and XA . The P-closure of A  is defined as the 

intersection of all P-closed sets in X  containing A , and is denoted by 
P

A . It is clear 

that 
P

A  is P-closed set for any subset A  of X . 

 

Proposition 1.3  [3, Proposition 1.1.23] 

 Let X be a topological space and XBA  . 

Then: 

(i) 
PP

BA   

(ii) 
P

AA   

(iii)  A  is P-closed iff
P

AA   
 

Definition 1.4    

 Let X be a topological space and Xx , XA .  The Point x is called a P-

limit point of A  if each P-open set containing x , contains a point of Adistinct from x . 

We shall call the set of all P-limit  points of A  the P-derived set of A  and denoted it by 
PA . Therefore 

PAx  iff for every P-open set G in X such that Gx  implies that 

 }{)( xAG . 

 

Proposition 1.5   

 Let X be a topological space and XBA  . 

Then: 

(i) 
PP

AAA   

(ii) A  is P-closed set iff AA P    

(iii)  
Pp BA   

(iv) AA p   

(v) AA
P
  

 

Proof 

(i) If 
P

Ax , then there exists a P-closed set F  in X such that FA  and 

Fx . Hence FXG  is a P-open set such that Gx  and  AG . 

Therefore Ax  and 
PAx  , then 

PAAx  . Thus 
Pp AAA  . On 

the other hand , 
PAAx   implies that there exists a P-open set G  in X  

such that Gx  and  AG . Hence GXF   is a P-closed set in X  
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such that FA  and Fx . Hence 
P

Ax . Thus 
PP

AAA  . 

Therefore 
PP

AAA  . 

For (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v) the proof is easy. 

Definition 1.6    

 Let X be a topological space.  Two non- empty subsets  A  and B  of X  are  

called  P-separated iff 
PP

BABA . 

 

Definition 1.7   [3]    
 Let X be a topological space.  Then X  is  called  P-connected space  iff X can 

not be expressed as the union of two disjoint, P-open, non- empty subsets  of X . 

 

Remark 1.8   [3] 
 A  set A  is called P-clopen iff it is P-open and P-closed. 

 

Theorem 1.9   [3] 
 Let X be a topological space, then the following statements are equivalent : 

  (i) X  is a P-connected space. 

  (ii) X  can not be expressed as the union of two disjoint, non- empty and P-closed sets. 

  (iii) The only P-clopen sets in the space are X  and  . 

 

Theorem 1.10   

 Let X be a topological space, then the following statements are equivalent : 

  (i) X  is a P-connected space. 

  (ii) X  is not the union of any two P-separated sets. 

 

Proof 

 )(   

 Let A  and B  are two P-separated sets such that BAX  . Therefore 


PP

BABA . Since 
P

AA and 
P

BB , then  BA . Now 

ABXA
P

 . Hence AA
P
 . Then A  is P-closed set. By the same way we can 

show that B  is P-closed set which is a contradicts with Theorem 1.9 (ii). 

 )(   

 Let A  and B  are two disjoint non-empty and P-closed sets such that 

BAX  . Then  BABABA
PP

 which is a contradicts with the 

hypothesis. 

 

Remark 1.11   [3] 
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 Every P-connected space is a connected space. But the converse is not true in 

general. For the example see[3]. 

 

Remark 1.12    

 If ),( TXA , we call A  a P-connected set in X  whenever ),( ATA  is a 

P-connected space. 

Example 1.13    
  In this example we show that P-connectivity is not a hereditary property. Let 

},,,{ dcbaX   and },},,,{},,{},,{},{{ XcbacabaaTx   be a topology on X . 

The P-open sets are: Xdcadbadacbacabaa ,},,,{},,,{},,{},,,{},,{},,{},{  . It is 

clear that X  is P-connected space since the only P-clopen sets are X  and  . Let 

},,{ cbY   then },},{},{{ YcbTy  . It is clear that Y  is not P-connected space since 

Ybb  }{,}{   and }{b  is P-clopen set inY . Thus a P-connectivity is not a hereditary 

property. 
 

Proposition 1.14 

 Let A  be a P-connected set and KH ,  are P-separated sets. If KHA   then 

either HA or KA . 

Proof 

 Suppose A  is P-connected set and KH ,  are P-separated sets such that 

KHA  . Let HA and KA . Suppose  AHA1  and 

 AKA2 . Then 21 AAA  . Since HA 1 , hence 
PP

HA 1 . Since 

 KH
P

, then  21 AA
P

. Since KA 2 , hence 
PP

KA 2 . 

Since HK
P

, then  12 AA
P

. But 21 AAA  , therefore A  is not P-

connected space which is a contradiction. Then either HA or KA . 
 

Proposition 1.15 

 If H  is P-connected set and 
P

HEH   then E  is P-connected. 

Proof 

 If E  is not P-connected, then there exists two sets BA,  such that 


PP

BABA  and BAE  . Since EH  , thus either AH   or 

BH  . Suppose AH  , then 
PP

AH  , thus  BABH
PP

. But 

P
HEB  ,thus BBH

P
  . Therefore B  which is a contradiction. Thus E  

is P-connected set. If EH  , then by the same way we can prove that A  which is 

a contradiction. Then E  is P-connected. 
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Corollary 1.16 

 If  a space X  contains a P-connected subspace A  such that XA
P
 , then X  

is P-connected. 

Proof 

 Suppose A  is a P-connected subspace of X  such that XA
P
 . Since 

P
AXA  , then by proposition 1.15 , X  is P-connected. 

 

Proposition 1.17 

 If A  is P-connected set then 
P

A is  P-connected. 

Proof 

 Suppose A  is P-connected set and 
P

A is not. Then there exist two P-separated 

sets KH ,  such that KHA
P

 . But 
P

AA , then KHA  and since A  is 

P-connected set then either HA  or KA (by proposition 1.14) 

(1) If HA , then 
PP

HA  . But  KH
P

, hence  KA
P

. Since 

P
AK  , then K  which is a contradiction. 

(2) If KA , then the same way we can prove that H  which is a contradiction. 

Therefore 
P

A is  P-connected set. 

 

Proposition 1.18 

 Let X be a topological space such that any two elements a and b  of X  are 

contained in some P-connected subspace of X . Then X  is P-connected. 

Proof 
 Suppose X  is not P-connected space. Then X  is the union of two P-separated 

sets BA, . Since BA,  are non-empty sets , thus there exist ba,  such that Aa , 

Bb . Let H  be a P-connected subspace of X  which contains a and b . Therefore by 

proposition 1.14 either AH   or BH   which is a contradiction since  BA . 

Then X is P-connected space. 

 

Proposition 1.19 

 If A  and B  are P-connected subspace of a space X  such that  BA , then 

BA  is P-connected subspace. 

Proof 
 Suppose that BA  is not P-connected. Then there exist two P-separated sets 

H and K  such that KHBA  . Since KHBAA  and A  is P-

connected , then either HA  or KA . Since KHBAB   and B  is P-

connected, then either HB  or KB . 
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(1) If HA  and HB , then HBA  . Hence K  which is a 

contradiction. 

(2) If HA  and KB , then  KHBA . Therefore   BA  

which is a contradiction. 

By the same way we can get a contradiction if KA  and HB  or if KA  

and KB . Therefore BA  is  P-connected subspace of a space X . 

Theorem 1.20 

 If X  and Y  are P-connected spaces, then YX   is P-connected space. 

Proof 

 For any points ),( 11 yx  and ),( 22 yx  of the space YX   , the subspace 

YxyX  }{}{ 21  contains the two points and this subspace is P-connected since it 

is the union of two P-connected subspaces with a point in common (by proposition 1.19). 

Thus YX   is P-connected (by proposition 1.18). 

 

Section 2 : PI- spaces 
 

Definition 2.1  [2] 

  A topological space ),( TX  is called I- space iff each open subset of X  is 

connected. 

 

Proposition 2. 2  [2] 

 The following statements are equivalent in any topological space ),( TX : 

 (i) ),( TX  is an I- space. 

 (ii) Every pair of non- empty open subsets of X  has non- empty intersection. 

 

Definition 2.3 

  A topological space ),( TX  is called PI- space iff each P-open subset of X  is 

P- 

connected. 

It is clear that every PI- space is I- space, but the converse is not true in general. In 

example 2.7 we will show that not every I-space is PI-space. 

 

Theorem 2.4   [ 1, Theorem 1.8] 
 Let ),( Y  be a subspace of a space ),( TX . If YA  and ),( TXPOA , 

then ),( YPOA . 

 

Theorem 2.5   [ 1, Theorem 1.9] 

 Let ),( yTY  is a subspace of ),( TX , ),( TXPOy  and ),( yTyPOA , then 

),( TXPOA . 
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Theorem 2.6   

The following statements are equivalent in any topological space ),( TX : 

(i) ),( TX  is PI- space. 

            (ii) Every pair of non-empty P-open subsets of X  has a non-empty intersection. 

Proof 

 (i)  (ii) 

 Let BA,  be a non-empty P-open subsets of X such that  BA . It is clear 

that BA is P-open subset in X  and BA,  are P-open subset in BA ( by Theorem 

2.4 ). Then BA is not P-connected set . Therefore  BA . 

 (ii)  (i) 

 Let A  be a P-open subset of X  such that VUA   where VU ,  are non-

empty P-open subsets in A  and VU . Then VU ,  are P-open subset in X  (by 

Theorem 2.5) which contradicts with the hypothesis. Thus A  is P-connected set. 

 

Example 2.7 

  Let }}2,1{,,{,}3,2,1{ XTX  . The P-open sets are : 

}3,2{},3,1{},2,1{},2{},1{,, X  It is clear that ),( TX  is I- space, but it is not PI-space, 

since }2{},1{  are non-empty P-open subsets of X  with an empty intersection. 

 

Proposition 2. 8   

 Let ),( TX  be a PI- space. If a non-empty subset A  of X  is P-open , then 

XA
P
 . 

Proof 

 Let A  be a P-open set such that XA
P
 . Then there exist a point 

PP
AAAx  . Hence there exist a P-open set G  contain x  such that  AG  

which is a contradicts with Theorem 2.6. 

 

Theorem 2.9   

Let ),( TX  be a PI- space . Then the P-closure of the intersection of all non-

empty P-open subsets of X  is equal to X . 

Proof 

  Let UUC :{  is P-open in X  and }U . If C  is non-empty, then C  has 

a non-empty intersection with each non-empty P-open set in X . Therefore XC
P
 . 
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Section 3  : PT - spaces 

 

Definition 3.1   [8] 

 A topological space ),( TX  is called DT -space iff the set of limit points of any 

singleton is closed. 

In a similar way we introduce the following: 

 

Definition 3.2  

 A topological space ),( TX  is called PT - space iff the set of P-limit points of any 

singleton is P-closed. 

We shall prove later that PT -space and DT -space  are equivalent if the space is MI-space 

. The following example shows that the DT -space the PT -space are not equivalent in 

general. 

 

Example 3.3    

 Let },,,,{ edcbaX   and },},,{},{},,,,{},,,{},,{},{{ XdadedbadcadcaT   

be a topology on X . The P-open sets are: },,{},{},,,,{},,,{},,{},{ dadedbadcadca  

Xedcadcbaedadba ,},,,,{},,,,{},,,{},,,{  . It is clear that X  is PT - space. But 

X is not DT - space since }{}{ eb   and }{e is not closed. 

 

Definition 3.4  

 Let ),( TX be a topological space, then ),( TX  is called ).,( 1PTrespPTo  iff 

for every Xyx , such that yx  , there exists a P-open set containing x but not y  or 

( .resp , and) a P-open set containing y  but not x . 

  

Proposition 3. 5   

 Let ),( TX  be a topological space. If for every  
PxXx }{,   is  P-closed set , 

then ),( TX  is a oPT - space. 

Proof 

  Let Xyx ,  such that yx  . Then either 
P

xy }{ , in which case 

c
P

y xN }{ is a P-open set contain y which does not contain x . Or
P

xy }{ , then 

P

xy  }{ . Hence 

c

P

x xN  }{ is a P-open set which does not contain y . If xNx , 

then 
Pxx }{  . Hence for each xG  P-open set contain x ,  }{}){( xxGx  

which is a contradiction. Then xN contain x . Therefore ),( TX  is 0PT space. 
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Proposition 3. 6   

 Every  PT - space is oPT - space. 

Proof 
 This follows immediately from proposition 3.5. 

 

Proposition 3. 7   

 A topological space ),( TX  is 1PT - space iff 
P

xx }{}{  for each  Xx  . 

Proof 

Let ),( TX  be a 1PT - space and  Xx . If }{xXy  , then there exist P-open 

setV  such that Vy  and VXx  . Hence 
P

xy }{ and }{}{ xx
P
 . Conversely, 

suppose that }{}{ xx
P
 , for each Xx . Let Xzy ,  with zy  . Then 

}{}{ yy
P
  implies that 

c
P

y}{ is P-open set contain z  but not y . Also , }{}{ zz
P
  

implies that 

c
P

z}{ is P-open set contain y  but not z . Thus ),( TX  is 1PT -space. 

 

Proposition 3. 8   

 Every  1PT -space is a PT -space. 

Proof 

 In a 1PT -space X  , }{}{ xx
P
  for all Xx ; hence }{}{ xx P  . Therefore 

PP xx
P

}{}{  
. Then 

Px}{  is P-closed. Hence the space  is PT -space. 

 

Definition 3.9   [2]  

 An I- space ),( TX is called a maximal I- space if for any topology U  on X  

such that UT  , then ),( UX  is not an I- space. We will denote a maximal I- space 

briefly by MI- Space. 

 

Proposition 3. 10  [2]  

 Let ),( TX  be a MI-space. If  ),( TX  is not 1T -space then : 

AxATX  0:{),( , for some 00 ,}{} xXXx    for some Xx 0 . 

 

Proposition 3. 11   

 Let ),( TX  be a 1T - space. Then ),( TX  is PT - space iff it is DT -space.  

Proof 
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Let ),( TX  be a 1T - space. Then  Pxx }{}{  for each Xx . Then for 

each Xx , }{ x  and 
Px}{  are closed and hence they are P-closed sets. Therefore 

),( TX  is PT - space iff it is DT -space.  

 

Proposition 3. 12   

 Let ),( TX  be a MI- space, and is not 1T - space. Then ),( TX  is PT - space iff it 

is DT -space.  

Proof 

Let ),( TX  be a MI- space which is not 1T - space. Then 0,),( xXTX   for 

some Xx 0 (by Proposition 3.10). Thus }{x  for each 0xx   and 

}{}{ 00 xXx  . Therefore }{ x  is closed for each Xx . Since in this space the P-

open sets are the same as the open sets, then }{ x  is closed iff 
Px}{  is P- closed for 

each Xx . Therefore ),( TX  is PT -space iff it is DT -space.  

 

Theorem 3. 13   

 Let ),( TX  be a MI- space. Then ),( TX  is PT - space iff it is DT -space.  

Proof 
The Theorem follows immediately from Propositions 3.11 and 3.12. 
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 يفتىحت في انفضبءاث انتبىنىجيت – Preانًجًىعبث انـ 
 

 

 سعذ عزيز حسيٍ انعبذ الله

 قسى انشيبضيبث –كهيت انعهىو  –جبيعت انقبدسيت 

 

 

 انخلاصت
 

يتصهت  – Pيٍ ثلاثت فصىل . في انفصم الاول سىف َذسس خىاص انفضبءاث انـ اٌ هزا انبحث يتكىٌ  

يتصم . في انفصم انثبَي َتزكش تعشيف  - P يتصهيٍ هى فضبء -Pئيٍ حبصم انضشة انذيكبستي نفضباٌ وسُبيٍ 

-P( وسىف َذسس تعشيف يشببه نهزا انتعشيف ببستعًبل انًجًىعبث انـ I –انفضبء انغيش قببم نهتجزئت )فضبء 

وكزنك سىف َذسس بعض انخىاص نهزا انتعشيف . في انفصم انثبنث َتزكش  PI -يفتىحت وانزي َسًيه ببنفضبء

-انتعشيفييٍ انفضبء DT ( وسىف َذسس تعشيف يشببه نتعشيف MI –وانفضبء غيش قببم نهتجزئت اعظى )فضبء   

 . PT- بنفضبءيفتىحت وانزي َسًيه ب - P ببستعًبل انًجًىعبث انـ DT -فضبء 

 يكىَبٌ يتكبفئيٍ. DT-و  PT- فبٌ انفضبءيٍ MI –بصىسة خبصت سىف َبشهٍ اَه ارا كبٌ انفضبء 


